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Star Trek: Mirror Images
At last—the moment you’ve been waiting for since the first page of issue #1! With
a villain revealed, a stranded crew, and a ship on a collision course with total
destruction, Captain James T. Kirk will have to face the biggest challenge of his life
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on his own! Written by showrunners Jackson Lanzing & Collin Kelly (Green Arrow,
Nightwing, Gotham City Garage) this is a perfect jumping-on point before the
second year of the series begins.

Star Trek: The Next Generation: Through The Mirror
With their clash with the Tholian Assembly still fresh in their minds, the crew of the
Enterprise, along with their new Tholian passenger, encounter a strange new
threat on a very familiar world. The final adventures of the five-year mission
continue!

Star Trek: Waypoint
The award-winning original teleplay that produced the most beloved episode of the
classic Star Trek series—with an introductory essay by the author. USS Enterprise
Starfleet officers Capt. James T. Kirk and Mr. Spock escort a renegade criminal to a
nearby planet for capital punishment, and they discover the remains of a city. This
ancient civilization is inhabited by the alien Guardians of Forever, who are tasked
with protecting a time machine. When the criminal escapes through the portal into
the past, he alters Earth’s timeline, damaging humanity’s future role among the
stars. Pursuing their prisoner, Kirk and Spock are transported to 1930s DepressionPage 2/25
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era New York City—where they meet pacifist Edith Koestler, a woman whose fate is
entwined with the aftermath of the most devastating war in human history. A
woman whom Kirk has grown to love—and has to sacrifice to restore order to the
universe. In its original form, The City on the Edge of Forever won the Writers Guild
of America Award for best teleplay. As aired, it won the Hugo Award. But as Harlan
Ellison recounts in his expanded introductory essay, “Perils of the ‘City,’” the
televised episode was a rewrite of his creative vision perpetrated by Star Trek
creator Gene Roddenberry and the show’s producers. In his trademark visceral, noholds-barred style, the legendary author broke a thirty-year silence to set the
record straight about the mythologized controversy surrounding the celebrated
episode, revealing what occurred behind-the-scenes during the production.
Presented here as Ellison originally intended it to be filmed, this published teleplay
of The City on the Edge of Forever remains a masterpiece of speculative fiction,
and a prime example of his uncanny ability to present humanity with all its virtues
and faults.

Ollie's Odyssey
In June 1792, amidst the chaos of the French Revolution, two intrepid astronomers
set out in opposite directions on an extraordinary journey. Starting in Paris, JeanBaptiste-Joseph Delambre would make his way north to Dunkirk, while PierreFrançois-André Méchain voyaged south to Barcelona. Their mission was to measure
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the world, and their findings would help define the meter as one ten-millionth of
the distance between the pole and the equator—a standard that would be used
“for all people, for all time.” The Measure of All Things is the astonishing tale of
one of history’s greatest scientific adventures. Yet behind the public triumph of the
metric system lies a secret error, one that is perpetuated in every subsequent
definition of the meter. As acclaimed historian and novelist Ken Alder discovered
through his research, there were only two people on the planet who knew the full
extent of this error: Delambre and Méchain themselves. By turns a science history,
detective tale, and human drama, The Measure of All Things describes a quest that
succeeded as it failed—and continues to enlighten and inspire to this day.

Star Trek: Year Five - Odyssey's End
An international culinary conspiracy! Soy Not Oi 2 is a new project to celebrate the
25th year of the infamous Soy Not Oi Cookbook and to pay tribute to Joel Olson.
This book has over 200 original vegan recipes, over 100 original illustrations,
essays by multiple contributors, a whole chapter dedicated to brewing your own
craft beer, a chapter with essays dedicated to our dear friend Joel and much, much
more.--

The City on the Edge of Forever
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The bestselling William Shatner titles THE ASHES OF EDEN, THE RETURN and
AVENGER brought together in this beautifully packaged trade paperback edition.

Star Trek: The Q Conflict
IDW's Star Trek Omnibus collects fifteen consecutive issues from the early Marvel
Comics run. Soar with your favorite characters like Kirk, Spock, McCoy, Scotty,
Sulu, Uhura, Chekov, and more as they battle for the future of The United
Federation of Planets - and the entire universe!

Star Trek: Discovery: Succession
IDW's Star Trek: Second Stage continues, as comics icon John Byrne unveils the
first-ever Star Trek series of his decades-spanning career! The 1968 TV episode
"Assignment Earth" had been the Season Two finale for the original Star Trek
series, and was intended by Gene Roddenberry as the pilot for a spin-off series
that never came to pass. Now, Byrne delivers the series 40 years after it would
have debuted, recounting the adventures of interstellar agent Gary Seven and his
Earth-born assistant as they covertly confront threats to the past so that they can
save Star Trek's future. Byrne writes and draws the series, which steps one year
forward with each installment, beginning with 1968, the year that the spin-off
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series would have appeared.

Star Trek 1
Early in the 21st Century, the TYRELL CORPORATION advanced robot evolution to
the NEXUS phase – creating artificial beings virtually identical to humans – known
as REPLICANTS. Superior in strength and agility, the Replicants functioned
primarily as Off-world slave labor or in hazardous, high-collateral combat
situations. After replicants were declared illegal on Earth, special police operatives
– called BLADE RUNNERS – had orders to kill or ‘RETIRE’ any trespassers upon
detection. Detective AAHNA ASHINA of the Los Angeles Police Department was one
of the first to qualify for the assignment. Her colleagues called her ASH. She was
the best of them. Los Angeles, 2019

Uhura's Song
"When a toy is bestowed with the title of "favorite," it takes on a coveted rank
among the world of household things. But when a vengeful toy conspires to
destroy these favorites, he must be defeated by a stuffed toy rabbit."--

Star Trek
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Former Vice President Dick Cheney and his longtime cardiologist, Dr. Jonathan
Reiner, share the story of Cheney’s thirty-five-year battle with heart
disease—providing insight into the incredible medical breakthroughs that have
changed cardiac care over the last four decades. For as long as he has served at
the highest levels of business and government, Vice President Dick Cheney has
also been one of the world’s most prominent heart patients. Now, for the first time
ever, Cheney, together with his longtime cardiologist, Jonathan Reiner, MD, shares
the very personal story of his courageous thirty-five-year battle with heart disease,
from his first heart attack in 1978 to the heart transplant he received in 2012. In
1978, when Cheney suffered his first heart attack, he received essentially the
same treatment President Eisenhower had had in 1955. Since then, cardiac
medicine has been revolutionized, and Cheney has benefitted from nearly every
medical breakthrough. At each juncture, when Cheney faced a new health
challenge, the technology was one step ahead of his disease. Cheney’s story is in
many ways the story of the evolution of modern cardiac care. Heart is the riveting,
singular memoir of both doctor and patient. Like no US politician has before him,
Cheney opens up about his health struggles, sharing harrowing, never-before-told
stories about the challenges he faced during a perilous time in our nation’s history.
Dr. Reiner provides his perspective on Cheney’s case and also gives readers a
fascinating glimpse into his own education as a doctor and the history of our
understanding of the human heart. He masterfully chronicles the important
discoveries, radical innovations, and cutting-edge science that have changed the
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face of medicine and saved countless lives. Powerfully braiding science with story
and the personal with the political, Heart is a sweeping, inspiring, and ultimately
optimistic book that will give hope to the millions of Americans affected by heart
disease.

Star Trek vs. Transformers
In unabashed celebration of Captain James T. Kirk’s singular fighting skills, Star
Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is every Starfleet cadet's must-have training guide for
surviving the final frontier. As captain of the legendary U.S.S. Enterprise, James T.
Kirk engaged in his share of fisticuffs, besting opponents with a slick combination
of moves and guile that remains unmatched. Is there anyone you’d rather have
watching your back as you take on Klingons, alien gladiators, genetically
engineered supermen, and even the occasional giant walking reptile? Kirk Fu is a
series of unarmed combat techniques developed by one of Starfleet’s most
celebrated starship captains over several years of encounters with alien species on
any number of strange new worlds. A blend of various fighting styles, Kirk Fu
incorporates elements of several Earth-based martial arts forms as well as cruder
methods employed in bars and back alleys on planets throughout the galaxy. It is
as unorthodox in practice as it is unbelievable to behold. Including excerpts from
Kirk’s own notes and personal logs, the Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual is the perfect
training guide for surviving the depths of space. With proper training and practice,
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every Starfleet cadet can become one with Kirk Fu.

Star Trek the Next Generation
"The crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise left Earth four years ago. They've traveled to
strange new worlds, defeated impossible foes, and made universe-changing
decisions. But now, with the end in sight, they'll have to face their biggest
challenge yet. Step aboard the famous starship with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura,
Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as they begin the end of their original five-year mission
and boldly go into uncertain future in this new continuing Star Trek series!"--Back
cover of Volume 1.

Star Trek Omnibus
Join the crew of the U.S.S Enterprise in all-new adventures as they near the end of
their five-year mission, featuring the characters from the Original Series! The crew
of the Enterprise left Earth four years ago. They've traveled to strange new worlds,
defeated impossible foes, and made universe-changing decisions. But now, with
the end in sight, they'll have to face their biggest challenge yet. Step aboard the
Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu, Scotty, and Chekov as they begin
the end of their original five-year mission and boldly go into an uncertain future in
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this new continuing Star Trekseries! Collects issues #1–6.

Blade Runner 2019 #1
Space. The final frontier. This is the voyage of the Starship Enterprise. Her fiveyear mission to explore strange new worlds? It continues here, with the launch of
"Year Four" in the Original Series' five-year mission.

Heart
During an investigation of a long-dead world, the crew of the Enterprise uncovers a
mysterious device that at first appears to be a universal translator. But as Uhura
investigates this strange new device, she'll quickly discover there's more than
meets the eye about the Truth Artifact!

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine - Too Long a Sacrifice
With the Federation border in sight, a villain revealed will subject Kirk and the crew
of the Enterprise to their most dangerous challenge yet--where everything comes
to a head in a battle for the fate of the five-year mission!
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Star Trek: Year Five #11
"I hold this book to be the most important expression which the present age has
found; it is a book to which we are all indebted, and from which none of us can
escape." T.S. Eliot Ulysses depicts a day in Leopold Bloom’s life, broken into
episodes analogous to Homer’s Odyssey and related in rich, varied styles. Joyce’s
novel is celebrated for its depth of learning, earthy humor, literary allusions and
piercing insight into the human heart. First published in Paris in 1922 Ulysses was
not published in the United States until 1934. Immediately recognized as an
extraordinary work that both echoed the history of English literature and took it in
new, unheralded directions, Joyce’s book was controversial. Its widespread release
was initially slowed by censors nitpicking a few passages. The novel is challenging,
in that it is an uncommon reader who will perceive all that Joyce has put into his
pages upon first reading, but it is uniquely rewarding for anyone willing to follow
where the author leads. Far more than a learned exercise in literary skill, Ulysses
displays a sense of humor that ranges from delicate to roguish as well as
sequences of striking beauty and emotion. Chief among the latter must be the
novel’s climactic stream of consciousness step into the mind of the protagonist’s
wife, Molly Bloom, whose open-hearted acceptance of life and love is among the
most memorable and moving passages in English literature. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Ulysses is both
modern and readable.
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Star Trek: Year Five #3
In the sinister Mirror Universe, Captain Jean-Luc Picard is determined to get his
hands on the Terran Empire's new secret weapon, the Galaxy-class warship known
as Enterprise, by any means necessary. Unfortunately, one obstacle stands in his
way--and his name is William T. Riker!

Usagi Yojimbo: Bunraku and Other Stories
An anthology series that offers every fan a stopping point on the wonderful 50-year
Star Trek journey. Reflect on stories of what's come before and look ahead to the
next half-century of Trek. Short stories that run the gamut of Star Trek's history,
set during the Original Series, The Next Generation, Voyager, Deep Space Nine,
Enterprise, and more, featuring all your favorite characters.

Soy, Not Oi!
Follow these all-new full-color adventures of rabbit ronin Miyamoto Usagi as he
wanders Edo period Japan on his warrior's journey. This first volume of all-new
material continues the saga of Usagi Yojimbo with the three-part "Bunraku," as
Usagi becomes embroiled in a puppet drama where the players are not quite what
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they seem! Will the aid of a supernatural ally be enough for Usagi to prevent more
death? Then, Usagi goes back to his roots as a yojimbo (bodyguard) when he is
hired by Lady Mura, a famous writer, to keep her safe on her perilous journey to
her father's home. Plus, a 35th anniversary special where Stan Sakai revisits the
very first Usagi story, "The Goblin of Adachigahara", expanding it from 8 to 24
pages and adding new insights into the characters and events, as well as revealing
the reason for Usagi's pilgrimage back home. In the final story, Usagi joins his
friend the bounty hunter, Gen, and his partner Stray Dog in recovering a stolen
sword, an heirloom of the Higashi Clan. Collects the first seven issues of the new
Usagi Yojimbo series published by IDW.

The Case of Alan Turing
In Mirror Images, Scott & David Tipton, masterminds behind the celebrated
Klingons: Blood Will Tell miniseries, beam through the looking glass to deliver a
story from one of the most popular corners of Star Trek canon, the Mirror Universe!
In the ''Mirror, Mirror'' episode from The Original Series, an evil Kirk commanded
the I.S.S. Enterprise for the Terran Empire. But how did he rise to power, in a
universe where treachery is rewarded as much as accomplishment? Witness MirrorKirk's plot to unseat Captain Pike and seize command!
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Star Trek: Year Five #5
Return to DS9 as death casts its shadow on the space station in this murdermystery graphic novel. Constable Odo searches for truth amid a web of treachery
and lies but everyone on the Promanade has a motive for this murder, be it
vengeance, justice or old-fashioned greed. With the murderer on the loose, the
inhabitants of Deep Space 9 start to divide into factions, made even worse when
the Ferengi government gets involved. Further complicating the issue, conflict
between Constable Odo and the Federation's hand-picked criminal investigator
threatens to derail the investigation itself! Get buried in this space noir from fanfavorite Star Trek writers Scott and David Tipton with artist Greg Scott.

Through the Mirror
"The Mirror Universe Next Generation crew is looking for new worlds to conquer,
and they're crossing over to the Prime Star Trek Universe to find them! When the
Enterprise-D discovers a burned-out, pillaged Andorian vessel, the search for the
culprits behind it leads to some startlingly familiar faces. But, how did the Mirror
Universe crew find their way to ours, and what does Emperor Spock have to do
with it? Plus, it's interstellar espionage aboard the Enterprise-D when the Mirror
Universe crew infiltrates Captain Picard's ship!" -Page 14/25
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Star Trek: Year Five - the Wine-Dark Deep (Book 2)
Second History: a Romulan time-tampering project that has transported the
Enterprise and the galaxy into an alternate dimension of reality. Now, Kirk is an
embittered young ensign and Spock is a beseiged Starship commander. Lured into
a Romulan trap, Captain Spock and Ensign Kirk must free themselves from both
their captors and their own altered selvesbefore the galaxy hurtles toward total
destruction!

Spock - Reflections
While traveling from Romulus to Earth and back to Romulus, Spock reflects on the
choices he made in the past and considers his goals in bringing Surak's teachings
to the Romulans.

Star Trek: Assignment Earth
Years ago, Lt. Uhura befriended a diplomat from Eeiauo, the land of graceful, catlike beings. The two women exchanged songs and promised never to reveal their
secret. Now the U.S.S. Enterprise™ is orbiting Eeiauo in a desperate race to save
the inhabitants before a deadly plague destroys them. Uhura's secret songs may
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hold the key to a cure -- but the clues are veiled in layers of mystery. The plague is
killing humans, threatening other planets -- and Kirk must crack the code before
the Starship Enterprise succumbs!

Star Trek: Year Five - Odyssey's End (Book 1)
As the last year of their original mission begins, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise
will have to use all of the skills they've acquired along the way as they prepare to
face the biggest challenge of their lives--a dark threat that doesn't just threaten
their existence, but the existence of the entire Federation as well

Enterprise Experiment
Tied directly to events from the second half of the hit CBS All Access series' first
season, featuring all your favorite characters or, at least, versions of them. Ten
years before Kirk and Spock set off on their original five-year mission, the crew of
the U.S.S. Discovery visited the infamous Mirror Universe and didn't like what they
found. Now journey deeper into the alternate reality, and uncover more about the
Mirror versions of Michael, Saru, Ash, Paul, and Sylvia as they learn that
"Succession" can be a truly dangerous concept. Collects the four-issue series and
the 2018 Annual.
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Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual
Alan Turing, subject of the Oscar-winning 2014 film The Imitation Game, was the
brilliant mathematician solicited by the British government to help decipher
messages sent by Germany’s Enigma machines during World War II. The work of
Turing and his colleagues at Hut 8 created what became known as the “bombe”
which descrambled the German navy’s messages and saved countless lives and
millions in British goods and merchandise. Despite his heroics, however, Turing led
a secret life as a homosexual; haunted by the accidental death of a young love, he
got briefly engaged to Joan Clarke, a fellow cryptanalyst, until he told her the truth.
After a young man with whom he was involved stole money from him, he went to
the police, where he confessed his homosexuality; he was charged with gross
indecency, and only avoided prison after agreeing to undergo chemical castration.
Tragically, he committed suicide two years later, by ingesting cyanide through a
poisoned apple. The particulars of Turing’s achievements were only made known in
2012, following the release of once-classified papers. Authors Liberge and
Delalande used this information to create a biography that is scientifically rigorous
yet understandable for the lay reader. It’s also a meticulous depiction of World War
II, and an intimate portrayal of a gay man living in an intolerant world. Delving
deeper into Turing’s life than The Imitation Game, this graphic novel is a
fascinating portrait of this brilliant, complicated, and troubled man.
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Star Trek: Year Five: Valentine's Day Special
Dorothy "D.C." Fontana, the writer from the original Star Trek TV series, as well as
The Animated Series, The Next Generation, and Deep Space Nine, is joined by
partner Derek Chester (Star Trek: Legacy) for The Enterprise Experiment, an allnew series set in the unexplored fourth year of the U.S.S. Enterprise's legendary
five-year mission. The Enterprise Experiment is a sequel to the classic episode
"The Enterprise Incident" -- originally written by Fontana herself -- where Kirk and
Spock found themselves trapped on an Enterprise out of phase with space itself
and facing a plot of revenge from the Romulans!

Star Trek: Discovery - Aftermath
The crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise left Earth four years ago. They've traveled to
strange new worlds, defeated impossible foes, and made universe-changing
decisions. But now, with the end in sight, they'll have to face their biggest
challenge yet. Step aboard the Enterprise with Kirk, Spock, Bones, Uhura, Sulu,
Scotty, and Chekov as they begin the end of their original Five Year Mission and
boldly go into an uncertain future in this new continuing Star Trek series! Collects
issues #1-6.
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Ulysses
Trinity is on high alert--they know Lara Croft is coming and now, under the shrewd
command of a new officer, they're ready for any surprises, but Lara is steadfast in
her quest to uncover their secrets. Though typically equally prepared, this time
Lara may just find herself one step behind. Perfect for new and existing Tomb
Raider fans! Artist Phillip Sevy returns to Tomb Raider! ''Jackson Lanzing and Collin
Kelly have done a wonderful job tying this comic book in with the Tomb Raider
canon from the video games and previous Dark Horse comic series.'' —AiPT!

The Measure of All Things
Witness the Aftermath of the stunning second season of Star Trek: Discovery! An
all-new graphic novel that ties directly into Season Two of the hit CBS All Access
series! After the disappearance of the U.S.S. Discovery, Captain Pike and
Chancellor L'Rell seek to forge a peace treaty between the Federation and the
Klingons. But when a new enemy threatens to sabotage the negotiations, Spock
must reclaim his place in Starfleet to save his friends and prevent the outbreak of
a new war!

Makeup Man
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Celebrate the 40th anniversary of Star Trek: The Motion Picture with this classic
movie novelization written by legendary Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry! The
original five-year mission of the Starship Enterprise to explore strange new worlds
and to seek out new life and new civilizations has ended. Now James T. Kirk, Spock,
Dr. McCoy, and the rest of the crew of the Enterprise have separated to follow their
own career paths and different lives. But now, an overwhelming alien threat—one
that is ignoring all attempts at communication and annihilating all opposition in its
path—is on a collision course with Earth, the very heart of the United Federation of
Planets. And the only vessel that Starfleet can send in time to intercept this
menace is a refitted Enterprise, with her old crew heeding the call to once again
boldly go where no one has gone before….

Star Trek: Year Five #12
The captains of the Original Series, The Next Generation, Voyager, and Deep Space
Nine meet for the first time in a contest of unwilling champions! When a dispute
between godlike beings threatens the galaxy, it will take all of Starfleet's best
captains to stop them. Join James T. Kirk, Jean-Luc Picard, Kathryn Janeway, and
Benjamin Sisko as they go head-to-head in a competition that will determine the
fate of the Earth and beyond. Will they be able to emerge victorious, or will they be
torn apart by THE Q CONFLICT?
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Killing Time
When the Enterprise-D discovers a burned-out, pillaged Andorian vessel, the
search for the culprits behind it leads to some startlingly familiar faces. But, how
did the Mirror Universe crew find their way to ours, and what does Emperor Spock
have to do with it? Plus, it's interstellar espionage aboard the Enterprise-D when
the Mirror Universe crew infiltrates Captain Picard's ship!

Tomb Raider: Inferno #1
Headline: A peak behind the Hollywood mask by one of its foremost makeup artists
In Hollywood’s heyday, almost every major studio had a Westmore heading up the
makeup department. Since 1917, there has never been a time when Westmores
weren’t shaping the visages of stardom. For their century-long dedication to the art
of makeup, the Westmores were honored with a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame in 2008. In this lively memoir, Michael Westmore not only regales us with
tales of Hollywood’s golden age, but also from his own career where he notably
transformed Sylvester Stallone into Rocky Balboa and Robert DiNiro into Jake
LaMotta, among many other makeup miracles. Westmore’s talent as a makeup
artist first became apparent when he created impenetrable disguises for Kirk
Douglas, Tony Curtis, Burt Lancaster, Robert Mitchum, and Frank Sinatra for the
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1963 film The List of Adrian Messenger. He later went on to become the preferred
makeup man for Bobby Darin and Elizabeth Taylor, and worked on such movies
and TV shows as The Munsters, Rosemary’s Baby, Eleanor and Franklin, New York,
New York, 2010: A Space Odyssey, and Mask, for which he won an academy award.
The next phase of his career was to create hundreds of alien characters for over
600 episodes of Star Trek in all its iterations, from The Next Generation to
Enterprise. Replete with anecdotes about Hollywood and its stars, from Bette
Davis’s preference for being made-up in the nude to Shelley Winters’s habit of
nipping from a “little bottle” while on the set, Makeup Man will satisfy any
Hollywood’s fan’s appetite for gossip or a behind-the-scenes look at how tinsel
town’s most iconic film characters were created. Academy Award-winning Michael
Westmore has been making up the stars for over fifty years. He frequently appears
on the SyFy channel show Face Off with his daughter McKenzie Westmore.

Star Trek Odyssey
When Kirk, Spock, and the entire crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise investigate
problems at a remote mine, they’re met with an explosive battle between powerful
warriors who change into vehicles from the 20th century! As the battle between
the Autobots and Decepticons rages, it’s up to Kirk to decide—does he violate the
Prime Directive and interfere in a war that’s raged for millenia? And how will the
Klingons complicate the issue? It’s cartoony fun between two of the most popular
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science fiction franchises in the world!

Star Trek: Year Five #2
James T. Kirk has had many loves during his mission among the stars, but this time
he may have met his match in fellow Starfleet Captain Laura Rhone. This special
story by award-winning writer of prose, comics, and television Paul Cornell (Doctor
Who) takes Captain Kirk to where he has never gone before!
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